Immediate Past Delegate AWSC 3/24/2018

First, being a Past Delegate does not mean my life of Service is over! It continues!
In March I attended NERD(Northeast Regional Delegates) Meeting. My responsibility was to introduce
our Current NYN Delegate and to share with her things that I and others learned about being a Delegate.
However, I was also able to participate in the discussion regarding the Responsibility of the AWSC to the
Assembly in making Policy. (Concept 1).
As I thought of NYN I realize how important this is to follow and that we do a great job in keeping to this
Concept. Sometimes it feels like we need to make decisions fast, but I need to remember my
responsibilities and to let the groups make the decisions that affect them.
I was able to participate in the discussion and vote on funding the NERT to attend each year to give up
an update as to what the WSO Board is doing and plans for the future, , how to use NERD funds, where
to hold next year event and to pick New Officers.
StateFair:
In November Ruth sent in our Application for the 2018 State Fair and received a acceptance e-mail back
which she forwarded to me.
In February I tried to follow the directions to enter the New Portal to get information regarding our
contract to purchase Insurance. I have been unable to get in to this and have followed up each week
with phone call since then with no Luck. Finally, last week I found a way to send an e-mail to see what
the problem was. The contract was sent to the old Post Office address. They will send us a new one and
we will get things set up by the deadline of May 1st.
Four people have volunteered to work with me on a Committee but because of a scheduling conflict
today I will communicate by e-mail and will set something up at the Spring Assembly! I am asking that
you all continue to remind people that we will need them to volunteer to man the booth during the Fair.
(August 22-Sept. 3, 2018).
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